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**Topic no. 9 [19]: International Capital Flows and Price Movements under a Gold Standard, ca. 1840 - 1914: Did Real or Monetary Factors Predominate?**
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Special Notes

Prescribed Readings:

You are expected to do some of the readings for the FIVE “A” LIST TOPICS, which have been selected as the primary essay topics for the Winter-Spring Term of January to April 2006 for this year. All five of these topics will appear on the final examination (along with the five “A” list topics for the first term: Sept. to Dec. 2005). Therefore, in reading the following essays and journal articles, you will be doing the major research preparations for both your first term essay and for the final examination. Although the accompanying short-format bibliographies for these five topics do list current journal articles, the following package of readings does not necessarily contain such articles. I have chosen those articles and essays, chiefly older ones, that have proved to be seminal or of at least major importance in inspiring or in guiding the debates for the themes in these selected essay topics. Publications of such economic historians as David Landes, Charles Kindleberger, Claude Fohlen, Arcadius Kahan, Alexander Gerschenkron, Wolfram Fischer, S.B. Saul, etc., are still worth reading today. Many recent articles are, of course, just partial responses to earlier articles on these debates, or contributions in minor areas of these debates.
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The composition of the costs is explained as follows. The copyright fees for Access (CopyCan) are $0.074 per published page; and the reproduction cost is $0.06 per side ($0.12 per double sided sheet). To this total cost is added $3.00 for the binding and $0.60 for the front and back covers; and then GST (7%) is added to the total cost. The major cost, therefore, is in securing the services of Access to obtain copyright permissions for reproductions, while paying the necessary fees or royalties for doing so. In photocopying the essays and articles I have ensured that each duplicated sheet contains two printed pages.